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ABSTRACT

Although economists have long been concerned with the effects of

government activities (especially taxes) on the size distribution of

income, there has recently been a growing interest in other dimensions

of income distribution, e.g., among regions, age groups, etc. In this

paper we have documented this development, and have ex~mined some of

the possible reasons and justifications for it. In addition, we have

shown the danger in the common practice of looking only at average

taxes paid or average benefits received within any given group, when

there is significant variation within the group. Finally, in connec

tion with efforts to relate the distribution of benefits from a par

ticular program to the dis tribution of taxes paid for it, we have

pointed out the conceptual and empirical difficulties of specifying

who pays the taxes for any single government program.



The distribution of benefits from government programs is a matter

of growing interest. In this paper we point out the variety of ways in

which distributional effects have been examined in recent research and

consider possible justifications for the varying perspectives. In

addition we show that serious conceptual and empirical problems arise

in linking the distribution of benefits--however that distribution is

viewed--to the distribution of tax burdens.

Dimensions of Distributional Effects

Because of economists' long-standing concern with the size distri-

bution of income, empirical work on the distributional effects of both

taxes and public expenditures has concentrated on the income level of

b f " . 1ene lClarles. Yet a perusal of the literature shows that beneficiar-

t"

ie? have been classified on a wide variety of bases other than income.

There have been studies of the geograEhic distribution of program bene-

fits, e.g., involving such diverse programs as federal water resource

2expenditure and defense. Other studies show the distribution by

demographic variables: e.g., a recent Social Security Administration

report showing the distribution ·of government outlays for "personal

heal th services (mainly Medicare and Medicaid)" by the age of the

recipients;3 unpublished reports of the U.S. Office of Education

indicating the extent to which college students of different racial

and ethnic backgrounds benefit from federal student financial aid

expenditures;4 and a public education study classifying beneficiaries

and taxpayers by "stage in adult unit. life cycle"--inarital status, a..ae

of h~ad, and _ages of children.
5

Finally ,there are studies that examine
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benefits by a variety of other characteristics, e.g., farm subsidies by

6size of farm and t.YEe of crop, OASDI pensions benefits by industrl

(retail trade, manufacturing, mining,

sidies to students by type of college

7etc.), and higher-education sub-

8
attended.

Justifications for Using Various Distributional Dimensions

Given the economist's traditional interest in the size distribution

of income, there is a clear .casefor examining the distribution of pro-

gram benefits and tax burdens by income level of the unit involved.

But why use other classification schemes? One answer is that the data

required to estimate these distributions by level of income are not

always available, in which case the use of other classificatory variables

may sometimes be justified on the ground that they are. proxies for income.

When the cost of redistributing income--costp of identifying "the poor,"

of administering programs specifically for them, and the stigma costs

associated with participation in programs only for the poor--are con-

sidered, it may be more efficient to redistribute income by area, color

or age, as proxies for "poverty," than to redistribute it directly by

level of "income"; if the prevalence of low-income people in any of

these groupings is relatively high, if persons in the group can be

easily identified, and if membership in the group is not easily subject

to voluntary change, then the use of one of these proxies for income

9will be an efficient method of redistributing to the poor. Similarly,

when we consider the costs of obtaining .data for such programs on the

distribution of benefits among persons clas.sified by "income,"it may

be efficient to settle for proxies such as the distribution of benefits

by age or geographic area.
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Even when data are inexpensively available, however, there may

still be a case for examining the benefit and burden distributions by

characteristics other than income. Thus, a second answer to the ques-

tion of why economists may be concerned with distributional effects

other than by income class is that the economist's traditional concern--

at the conceptual level--has been not with the size distribution of

current money income, as commonly measured, but rather with "economic

welfare," as might be reflected by the distribution of lifetime real

income. To the extent that current income is an imperfect proxy for

lifetime income, and money income is an imperfe"ct. proxy for~ income,

then the search for better measures is understandable. The use of dis-

tributions based on such variables as age, race, and region could

reflect, at least in part, concern not with these variables per se,

but with their use as proxies for the dis tribution of Ii fetime real

income.

The deficiencies of current money income as a measure of lifetime

real income have been documented in a number of ways. In an earlier

paper we showed that because of systematic variation in the ratio of

current money income to wealth holdings, money income gives a deceptive

picture of real purchasing power. IO The inadequacy of money income as

a measure of real income is reflected in the Social Security Administra-

tion definition of "poverty" which· adjusts for the nonmoney income of

f f 'I' 11arm ann. ~es. That current money income is often a poor proxy for

futur.e money income,especially for young persons investing in their

own human capital through education or training, is well recognized.

Hence we have part of the answer to the question, Why examine the

distributional effects of government activities among people classified
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by variables other than income, even when income data are available?

The answer may be that it is "income" in which we are interested, but

since current money income is such a poor measure of real lifetime

income, some other measure may be preferred to current money income.

A third answer is that interest in the distribution of taxes and/

or benefits among geographic regions, ethnic groups, and races may

reflect political pressures such as the power of particular groups or

hf h h ., . 12t e act t at t e Constitutl0nrecognlzes states or provlnces.

the French-speaking population of Quebec, for example, act as though

the distribution of federal taxes and program-benefits between their

province and the rest of Canada is a proper objective of social policy,

then there is, ipso facto, a case for obtaining information on this

(geographic) distribution. The same reasoning applies to people in

Appalachia and to blacks in the U.S. This is not to deny that poverty

in Quebec, in Appalachia, or among blacks is high relative to the

national average; rather, it is to say that the distributional effects

of government activities on these ~roups may be of concern independently

f h ff t h t " ' d' 'b' f' d' 'd 1 ' 13o tee ec s on t e na 10n s Slze lstrl utl0n 0 ln lVl ua lncome.

Public services to persons in these groups may be thought of as collective-

consumption, or "public," goods for all members of the group, and taxes

paid by the group are a collective-consumption "bad" for all members.

Some Conseguences of Alternative Classification Schemes

Whatever the rationale for classifications by variables other than

individual income, i,t is important to note the dispersion of income

within these groups., The point is that equalization ·of per capita

incomes among zroup~ .can actually make the size distribution of income
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among person~ more unequal. This would be the case if, for example,

the bulk of benefits from a program in a low-incom~ area were received

by high-income persons.

We have suggested that there are various justifications for clas-

sifying people in ways other than by income. Whatever the classifica-

Hon principle, however, it is important to have information not simply

about the average effects on all the people in each class, but also to

note how equally the effects are distributed among the persons in the

class. For example, if one looks at the distribution of program bene-

fits (or taxes) among persons within income classes, then the income

variance within each class will be "small" (or even zero, depending on

the class interval) but the variance in benefits received within any

class may well be large, since some persons in the income class may be

ineligible for the particular program or, even if eligible, may receive

few benefits or none. By contrast, if one looks at the distribution

of program benefits among persons grouped by amount of benefits received,

then there will be little or no within-class variance of benefits but

possibly quite large within-class variance in income, since the receipt

14
of benefits may not be entirely conditioned by income level.

These two ways of looking at the relationship between income and

benefits (or taxes) --by size-of-:-benefit (or tax) group or by size-of-

income group--can be illustrated by two recently published papers. One

shows the average (parental) i~come of students grouped by the amount

of benefits received from each of the· three public higher education sys-

t . C l'f . 15ems ~n a ~ orn~a.

viewing the data; it shows the average 1>enefits received within :i;ncome
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16classes. For illustrative purposes, condensed and edited ,versions of

both of the tables are shown below.

The two tables actually use identical ,data but aggregate them dif-

ferent1y: Table 1 focuses attention on income by benefit level, without

regard for the variation in income within each of the benefit-size groups,

whereas Table 2 focuses attention on benefits by income level, without

d ' l' h " . b f' . h' h . . 1 17~sc os~ng t e var~at~on ~n ene ~ts w~t ~n eac ~ncome-s~ze c ass.

Another way, to see the difference between the two tables is to note, that

the Table 1 approach shows the subsidies and parental income only for

persons who actually received benefits, while all those persons who

received no benefits were grouped into a single class. Table 2, by

contrast, shows for each income group an average of the substantial

subsidies received by a small fraction of the persons in each income

class and, the zero subsidies received by the (varying) majority of

persons in each income class.

Both approaches seem "relevant." It is useful to know not only

the extent to which average subsidies vary by income level (Table 1),

but also the extent to which average incomes vary by level of subsidy

received-~among the three school (subsidy) programs (Table 2). Students

attending each of the three higher-education systems can be viewed as

representing distinguishable groups that are worthy of being studied,

just as residents of different regions or persons of differing ages

may constitute groupings with which public policy is interested.

This conclusion follows from the fact that different levels of

subsidies received by college students in the three separate systems

do not reflect simply consumer preferences; they reflect public
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Table 1

Relationship between Average Annual Public Higher-Education Subsidies
and Average Parental Income, by Level of Subsidy (Type of College)

Size of Public
Higher Educa
tion Subsidies
(and type of

College)
(1)

Average Paren
tal Income

(2)

Ratio of
Subsidies to
Parental
Income (1)';' (2)

(3)

$ ° (No College)

720 (Junior Colleges)

$ 7,900

8,800

o

.082

1,400 (State Colleges)

1,700 (University)

10,000

12,000

.140

.142

Source: Derived from W. Lee Hansen and Burton A. Weisbrod, "The
bution of Costs and Direct Benefits of Public Higher Education:
Case of California," Journal of Human Resources 4 (Spring 1969),
10 (lines 3 and 2), 190 ~ .

Distri
The
Table
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Table 2

Relationship between Average Annual Public Higher-Education
Subsidies and Parental Income, By Level of

Parental Income

Level of Pa-.
rental Income

(1)

$ 0-3,999
4,000-5,999
6,000-7,999
8,000-9,999

10,000-11,999
12,000-13,999
14,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000 and over

Average Public Higher
Education Subsidies

(2)

$ 56
122
129
126
179
167
229
271
291

Source: Joseph A. Pechman, "The Distributional Effects of Public Higher
Education in California," Journal. of Human Resources 5 (Sununer 1970),
Table 3, panel B, cols. 1 and 3, 366.
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decisions--on student eligibility, campus location, expenditure per

d t d .. f h f h h f h' h d . 18stu en ,an tUltlon or eac 0 t e tree systems 0 19 er e ucatlon.

These public decisions have been made in such a way--not necessarily

intentionally--that: (1) Higher-income students are disproportionately

eligible to attend schools where the legislature has made expenditures

(subsidies) per student the highest. (2) The legislature has made or

permitted to be made location decisions such that attendance at schools

with higher subsidies is more likely to require incurring the costs of

living away from home,thus tending to handicap lower-income students.

(3) The legislature has adhered to policies producing only small dif-

ferences in tuition levels in the face of large differences in public

expenditures per student in the three systems, thereby making tuition

19a smaller fraction of income for higher-income students.

Without a further specification of precisely why one is examining

a distribution, it is impossible to say which of the two approaches

contrasted here is most important. Both have a story to tell. In

future work on the distributional effects of public programs it would

be useful to have information displayed in both ways.

The Distribution of Taxes That Finance SpecificProgr~s

Assume that the distribution of benefits from some particular

public-expenditure program has been identified, whether among people

grouped by income or in another way. It then seems reasonable to. ask,

What is the corresponding distribution of the taxes that pay for these

benefits? With this information, net redistributive effects could be

--
estimated. Several recent papers have made statements about these tax
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allocations, and we can expect more to result from the growing interest

in distributional effects of public expenditure programs. 20

What can be said about the distribution of burdens of the taxes

for a particular. public program? If one percent of a government's

total expenditures go for a particular program, can it be said legiti

mately that this same proportion of each and every tax dollar paid by

every group of taxpayers--whetheJ;" they are classified by income or

something else--goes to support that particular program? We believe

the answer is no. It is surely a logical fallacy to assume that what

is true for a total is true for each of its parts. When the federal

government tells us that 27 cents out of every tax dollar we pay goes

for national defense, it is explaining the budget to the average citi

zen; it is not reflecting the wisdom of economic analysis. There is

no nonarbitrary way to say which tax dollars and whose tax dollars go

to finance any particular expenditure!

This last statement is too strong. We do not mean that there is

no way to get at the question of who pays for the taxes for a particu

lar public program, but only that the proportional allocation assump

tio~ has no logical foundation. Actually, one can.make sense of the

question of who pays for a given program by rephrasing the question in

marginal terms. Thus one should ask:· If expenditures on some program

were reduced (or increased), .ceterisparibus, which taxes, falling on

which taxpayers, would be cut (or raised)? This is, of course, a fac

tual question, although since it-is hypothetical the facts are by no

means easy to adduce. It seems clear, however, that there is no reason

to expect an equiproportional cut (increase) in the taxes paid by persons
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in every income class (or whatever other set of classes is considered);

yet this is precisely the assumption that is implicit in a number of

d ' 21recent stu 1es. '

The tax-allocation problem is not eliminated even when "earmarked"

taxes are employed to finance some public expenditure. If we want to

determine who is paying for local public school expenditures, for example,

we would need to as~ whose taxes would be reduced (or increased) if

public expendi tures on schools were decreased (or increased). If expen-

ditures were cut or even eliminated, there is little reason to believe

that only the "earmarked" tax on real property would be cut. While

this tax would be cut somewhat, so might other local and state taxes,

and so might user charges for school books and instructional materials.

We conclude that there is no simple basis for allocating tax bur

dens for any particular public expenditure program.
22

The equipropor-

tionality assumption is quite arbitrary, and the marginal approach,

while conceptually correct, presents data requirements that are vir-

tually impossible to meet.

This is not, we believe, a counsel of despair, but rather a

counsel of caution. Before a researcher automatically assumes that

the averag~ tax allocation applies to change? in expenditures on each

and every program, he should ask whether he really believes that the

average allocation is a good proxy for the marginal allocation which

is conceptually relevant. If his answer is no, then the use of the

current average allocation of taxes by income or other classes is no

more justifiab Ie than any random set of numbers.

One might attempt to justify the use of the (admittedly convenient)

average tax allocation as a proxy for the marginal on the ground that
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if a number of expenditure programs were expanded or contracted, the

allocation of taxes among taxpayer groups would remain proportionately

unchanged. One can, perhaps, appeal only to intuition as to whether

this is a reasonable assumption; our own conjecture is that it is not.

In fact, both the mix of expenditure programs and the mix of taxes have

been shifting, enough we suspect to make this assumption an unreasonable

one.

Given a desire to examine the redistributive effects of public

expenditure programs, and in the absence of estimates of the marginal

distribution of tax burdens to finance any particular program, our

judgment is in favor of concentrating solely on the distribution of

benefits. If a comparison with taxes is to be made, we suggest some

magnitude, such as total taxes paid, which does not require a deter

mination of whose tax dollars finance a particular program.

Sunnnarl

Although economists have long been concerned with the effects of

government activities (especially taxes) on the size distribution of

income, there has recently been a growing interest in other dimensions

of income distribution, e.g., among regions, age groups, etc. In this

paper we have documented this development, and have examined some of

the possible reasons and justifications for it. In addition, we have

shown the danger in the common practice of looking only at average taxes

paid or average benefits received within any given group, when there is

significant variation within the group. Finally,in connection with

efforts to relate the distribution of benefits from a particular program
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to the distribution of taxes paid for it, we have pointed out the con

ceptual and empirical difficulties of specifying who pays the taxes

for any sing.le government program.
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